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WelcomeWelcome

• Types of sources 
• CW
• Swept
• Signal generator (modulation)

• Analog
• Digital modulation concepts

• Important specifications
• Frequency and spectral purity
• Amplitude

Univers Condensed is the corporate typeface for PowerPoint presentations, but has 
poor letterspacing for webcasts. This template uses the web universal font face:  Arial.  
Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
webcasting.

Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.

Agilent Webcast Template 2.0 Instructions
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The Ideal SourceThe Ideal Source

Frequency Amplitude

Output
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poor letterspacing for webcasts. This template uses the web universal font face:  Arial.  
Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
webcasting.

Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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What the Output Looks LikeWhat the Output Looks Like
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Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.
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based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
webcasting.

Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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Block DiagramBlock Diagram

fREF

φ

fVCO

÷ S

÷ R

fVCO = S/R * fREF = S/R 
*
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Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
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sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
webcasting.
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cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
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Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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Output SectionOutput Section
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Univers Condensed is the corporate typeface for PowerPoint presentations, but has 
poor letterspacing for webcasts. This template uses the web universal font face:  Arial.  
Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
webcasting.

Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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A Synthesizer ExampleA Synthesizer Example
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poor letterspacing for webcasts. This template uses the web universal font face:  Arial.  
Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
webcasting.

Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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Swept SourcesSwept Sources
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Univers Condensed is the corporate typeface for PowerPoint presentations, but has 
poor letterspacing for webcasts. This template uses the web universal font face:  Arial.  
Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
webcasting.

Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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Signal Generators Add ModulationSignal Generators Add Modulation

• Calibrated modulation
• Analog (AM, FM, PM, pulse)
• Digital (I-Q)
• Format specific (for example, TDMA and 

CDMA)
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Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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Modulation… Where the Info IsModulation… Where the Info Is

AM, Pulse
FM

PM

V = A(t) sin [ 2 π f(t) +  φ(t) ]
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Polar DisplayPolar Display
Magnitude and Phase Represented Together
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What Can Be Changed ?What Can Be Changed ?

0 deg
Magnitude Phase

Both! Frequency

Univers Condensed is the corporate typeface for PowerPoint presentations, but has 
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Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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Digital ModulationDigital Modulation
Signal Characteristics to Modify

Amplitude

Frequency

Phase

Both Amplitude
and Phase
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Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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From Bits to Modulated SignalFrom Bits to Modulated Signal

Now we are going to show how information is  
transmitted by digital modulation.

Our example is a QPSK transmitter. 

111001011010...
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QPSK Constellation DiagramQPSK Constellation Diagram
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Serial Bit StreamSerial Bit Stream

Suppose these are the bits we want to send:

0110110001...

We group them into 2-bit symbols:

01 10 11 00 01...
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Two WaveformsTwo Waveforms
I and Q Voltages Represent 01 10 11 00 01 . . .

I =
+ 1

- 1
A       B      C       D     E

Q =

+ 1

- 1
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I-Q ModulatorI-Q Modulator

π/2 Carrier

I:

Q:
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Limiting Bandwidth Limiting Bandwidth 
Low-Pass Filters Are Added at Inputs

I: . . . 

Q: . . .
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Modulation Accuracy — EVMModulation Accuracy — EVM
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Critical SpecificationsCritical Specifications

Frequency

Uncertainty

Frequency accuracy  =  ± f cw * t aging * t cal

CW frequency  =  1.000000000 GHz
Aging rate =  0.152 ppm / year
Time since last calibrated  = 1 year

Accuracy  =  ± 152 Hz
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Reference Oscillator StabilityReference Oscillator Stability

Temperature-
compensated
crystal oscillator
(TCXO)

Oven-controlled
crystal oscillator
(OCXO)

Aging rate
(ppm/yr.)

       ± 2      ± 0.1

Temperature
(ppm)

       ± 1      ± 0.01
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Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 
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sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
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Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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poor letterspacing for webcasts. This template uses the web universal font face:  Arial.  
Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
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sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
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Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
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Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
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Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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poor letterspacing for webcasts. This template uses the web universal font face:  Arial.  
Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
webcasting.

Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
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poor letterspacing for webcasts. This template uses the web universal font face:  Arial.  
Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
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Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
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Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.
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based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
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Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 
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Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
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Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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Univers Condensed is the corporate typeface for PowerPoint presentations, but has 
poor letterspacing for webcasts. This template uses the web universal font face:  Arial.  
Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 

The text and line spacing for this template are guidelines to help you create slides which 
are easily read.   These are the recommended standard title, sub-title and body text font 
sizes and will allow you to create slides using the 5X5 rule.  (5 words per bullet, 5 bullets 
per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
webcasting.

Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 
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Body text is 24 pt. minimum Arial for webcasts.

This slide utilizes the slide master default. All slides in the AutoLayout window are 
based on this slide. This slide also represents the default text format.  To create a new 
slide like this, choose Insert New Slide (control+M) from the Menu bar and select 
Bulleted List in the AutoLayout window. 
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per slide)  Using any other size may jeopardize the readability of the slide for
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Linespacing is also important.  If the lines are too cramped, the text can become 
cluttered and unreadable when viewed at a reduced size for web casting.  The “1.0 
spacing” and “0.5 before a paragraph” spacing are good starting points for all text 
boxes.  If necessary, they can be adjusted (go to “Format” menu, select “Line 
Spacing”).  View the final line spacing at 50% display to make sure it remains readable.
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• Receiver sensitivity
• Frequency accuracy
• Level accuracy
• Error vector magnitude

• Receiver selectivity
• Phase noise
• Spurious
• Spectral accuracy

• Spectral regrowth
• ACP performance
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